** Invitation **

Dear Colleagues,

On Behalf of New Arts, Commerce & Science College, Wardha, Maharashtra (India) & The Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University, Wardha, Maharashtra (India), it gives us immense pleasure to invite for the One Day Interdisciplinary International Conference titled Beyond Boundaries: Gandhian Vision in the Age of Globalization.

Mahila Vikas Santha’s, New Arts Commerce and Science College, Wardha is the premier Educational institution located in Wardha. Our College is continuing its voyage since 16 Years in vidharbha region under stewardship of Dr. R.G. Bhyar. We offer UG & PG courses in Arts, Commerce, Science, Education, Pharmacy as well as industrial training diplomas.

Mahatma Gandhi Antarrashtriya Hindi Vishwavidyalaya University came into existence through an Act of Parliament which received the assent of the President on 8 January 1997. The purpose of the act was to establish and incorporate a teaching university for the promotion and development of Hindi language and literature, through teaching and research, with a view to enabling Hindi to achieve greater functional efficiency and recognition as a major international language. The establishment of the University was the long conclusion of a resolutions passed by the First World Hindi Conference organized in Nagpur in the year 1975 to establish an International Hindi University at Wardha, the land where Mahatma Gandhi experimented all programmes dear to his heart.

** Full Paper **

2. Matter to be typed in Ms-Word/PDF with A4 size Paper having single line spacing and 1.25" margin on both side.
3. For English, font should be Times New Roman with font size 12 and in one column and Hindi, Marathi font should be Kriti Dev, DVBT Yogesh / Suresh with font size 14 in one column.

** Sub Theme **

* Three Pillars of Gandhian Paradigm i.e., Non Violence, Satyagraha and Khadi
Mahatma Gandhi on War and Peace
Indigenous Histories, Indigenous Futures, Alternatives to Globalization
Corroborative Study of Gandhi and Latin American Liberators i.e., Mariategui, Marin and Bolivar
Indian Independence Movement in Comparison with Liberation Movements of 20th and 21st Century
Strategies to Fight Imperial Order, Comparative study of Franz Fanon and Mahatma Gandhi
Gandhian Discourse on Women Rights
Gandhism and Paradigm of Human Security
Gandhi on Economic Planning and Management
Freedom, Dignity, and Equity: Gandhian Views on Un-touchability
Anasaktiyo Vakal Gandhi on Indian Religion, Tradition and Bhagwat Gita
Psychological Implications of Gandhian Moral Values
Gandhi and Other Thinkers i.e., Vivekanand, Tagore, Nehru, Ambedkar, etc.
Gandhian Innovations and Practices in Education
Gandhi’s association with Social Work, Media and Hind.
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SPEAKERS

Prof. Girishwar Misra, Vice Chancellor, MGIHU
Dr. R.G. Bhoyar, President, Mahila Vikas Sashstra’s, Wardha
Prof. Anand Vardhan Sharma, Pro Vice Chancellor, MGIHU
Prof. Manoj Kumar
Prof. Nipendra Prasad Modi
Prof. Aparajit Chattopadhyay
Dr. Kumar Ram Krishna, New Delhi
Dr. Ashok Nath Tripathi
Mr. Carlos Varona, Director, Instituto Cervantes, New Delhi (Spain)
Mr. Manirao Taturbe, Argentina
Dr. Ravi Kumar

ORGANIZER

Dr. D.N. Prasad
Dr. Suyash Pratap Singh
Dr. Dharvesh Katherya
Dr. Ravees Ramji, RAI
Dr. Sugri Kumar Singh
Dr. Rajeshwar Singh
Dr. Puranderdas
Dr. Prasid Priyadarshi
Sannati Jain
Dr. Dhanji Prasad
Dr. Sharmi Fatima
Dr. Amit Kumar Tripathi
Dr. Arupajay Mishra
Dr. Jindhukumar Nith Tripathi
Dr. Kishan Mishra
Dr. Krishna Chand Pandey
Maitreyee
Dr. Himanshu Shekhar
L. Dhamana
Dr. Sandeep Kumar

Conference Co-ordinator:
Dr. Ravi Kumar, MGIHU
Dr. Ashok Nath Tripathi, MGIHU

Programme Convenor:
Dr. Shambhoo Joshi, MGIHU

Organizing Secretary:
Anibhur Ghosh, MGIHU
Dr. Amit Vishwash, MGIHU

Advisory Committee:
Prof. Girishwar Misra
Dr. R.G. Bhoyar
Prof. Manoj Kumar
Prof. Nipendra Prasad Modi
Prof. Tanima Ornakska (Russia)
Prof. R.P. Singh (Jodhpur)
Dr. R.K. Gupta
Dr. Bidrij Singh Brar (Patiala)
Dr. Hanschumuar Sadori (Ludhiana)
Aditya Patnaik (Odisha)
Dr. Rafida Nawaz (Pakistan)
Dr. Sandhya Singh (Singapore)
Kadar Nawaz Khan

NOTE

1. Selected Research Paper will be published in souvenir (book) with ISBN.
2. Without paid registration fees, paper will not be published.
3. Participant must inform about paper presentation at the time of submitting paper.
4. For accommodation, inform before 15 days. (Date of conference).
5. All papers will be reviewed by an expert panel of referees. The decision of referees is final and binding. The acceptance of papers for presentation/publication will be conveyed to the authors.
6. TA/DA Amount will not be paid.
7. Main paper should not be more than 2500 words.
8. The paper should be accompanied by a declaration that the author has contributed his/her own work for publication.

IMPORTANT DATE

March 12th, 2018 - Deadline for full paper submission

REGISTRATION FEE

Students: - INR 500 Only
Professor & Lecturer: - INR 900 Only (Without Accommodation)

PAYMENT MODE

1. Bank of Baroda - Dhanashri Parkhi - 33600100007140 (IFSC - BARBOWARDIA Indira Market Road, Wardha.
2. Vijaya Bank Wardha - Dr. Prashant R. Kadwe - 508601011002954
(IFSC - VJIB00005806)
3. Bank of Maharashtra - Mr. Dnyaneshwar Babarao Boharup - 250362575531 (IFSC - MAHB0000065)
4. State Bank of India - Mr. Anand S. Bhoyar - 32891267100 (IFSC - SBIN0014932 Branch Code - 14932

EARLY REGISTRATION FORM

Please complete this form and submit to secretariat (via fax or email):

Title of paper:
Name:
Affiliation:
Postal address:
E-mail:
Phone No:

☐ Will present paper ☐ Will NOT present paper

VENUE

Seminar Hall, New Arts, Commerce and Science College, Wardha (Maharashtra)

CONTACT PERSON

1. Prof. Sandip Patare - +91 9970865176
2. Prof. Pratulika Bohrupi - +91 9561635094
3. Prof. Dhanashri Parkhi - +91 7058783385
4. Prof. Mayuri Mankar - +91 8390669548

New Arts, Commerce and Science College,
Wardha - 442001